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SCHUMANN WHEN A YOUNG MATi.
After an engraving by Kriehuber.

tet In A major, in the theme of the variations

of his string eiuartrt in I> minor (the song "Tod

und das Madchen"), in one number of hia be-

Iwaail at Id music to "Hosamunde." and several
of his songs, the finest illu tration being the
cradle-song beginning, 'Wie si< h die Aeuglein."
(Its gentle brat is heard throughout the
Allcyrrtto of Beethoven's Symphony In A.) The
song "Der Wanderer" supplies the theme of the
variations in the Ffentasia; "Die Forellc" that of
the quintet with double bass. On the melody of
"Trockene Itlumpn" (of the "•Miillerlieder") he
wrote variations for pianoforte and flute.

The list of pianoforte pieces compewed by
Schubert (1707-IH2S) comprises seventy-three
titles, the majority made up of groups of small
piecea, scores of them dances of no significance

in pianoforte literature. There are eleven solo
sonatas, and a fragment of a sonata which L.
Stark completed for publication; two sets of
impromptus; a Bet of short piecea called
"Momens Musicals" which, with some of the
Impromptus, are the shining B*rns of the entire
collection; a fantasia, in C (Op 15), many

marches and divertimenti, overtures, polonaises

and rc>ndos for four hands, some of them of high

importance in itheir department. His chamber
music, in which the pianoforte is combined with
Other instruments, consists of a quintet (Op. 14),

two trios with violin and violonclio, a "Ron-

deau brilliant" with violin, tlireo sonatinas with
violin, a fantasia with violin, a sonata, with
violin, an introduction and variations for (lute

and a sonata with arpepgionn, the last written

for the inventor of the instrument, which was

surges up within us for the greatest representa-

tive of musical science that the world has ever
known—a myriad minded artist to whom its
.severest laws were the most natural vehicles for
the expression of a soaring imagination; a ten-
der, simple, elevout, domestic man, yet the re-
pository of all the music that had been before
him and the fountain head of all that was to
come. We think e>f Haydn, and our room is at
once sunlit and "out-doorsy," a world full of
cheer and happy laughter; of Mozart, and a
lambent flame of divinity appears to us, play-
ing about one of earth's most gifted children,

inspiring him to utterances which now search
cur souls to their depths, and anon fillus with
an uplifting sense of the delight of living; of
Beethoven, and our voice sinks into the key

which publishes awe and reverence, for his is
the ineffable name. We think of Schubert and
our heartstrings grow tense; something draws
out our affections with a warm embrace; now
we not only marvel, respect and admire, we

SCHUBERT AT ATZENBRUGG.
From an aquarelle by L. Kupeiwieser.

The nan.es of the hifih priests in the Temple

e.f .V;::
• are to it? votaries sources of spiritual

r< fn.-'::,knt and inspiration. Those who bore
them seem ever n^ar us. Though they have
j..i:-h! away, tht ir lives are still intertwined
v it'; ours. We think of Bach, and admiration

"\Vo now come to the group of composers

whose names are by universal consent first in
the minds of men when romantic music is the
topic of discussion. Before their compositions

are studied an effort ought to be made to point

out wherein the characteristic elements of ro-

mantic expression consist. Any attempt to do
this, however, is likely to be as inconclusive as
that to formulate a satisfactory definition of
the term. The attitude of man toward music
is an individual one, and in some of its aspects
defies explanation; and what is generally true
of the art becomes specifically true of its par-

ticular phases. Pianoforte music is in a sin-
gularly difficult case because it must perforce
forego heirs enjoyed by other kinds. It cannot
be aided by words as vocal music is which
draws one of its elements from literature; when
these words give expression to ideas associated
v.It romanticism a fitting musical setting of
them may also be said to be romantic music.
In orchestral music the voices of the instru-
ments and the color which they impart may in-
spire a feeling of mystery and thoughts of the
5 pcrantural and thus proclaim the romantic
:v..:i;. ter of the music so far as mystery and
ti] \u25a0 rnaturalism are elements of romanticism.

This pianoforte music cannot do; it is thrown
back upon content and the musical elements
whiih that content influences.

Having in mind the best pianoforte music to
uhich Beethoven pointed the way, it may be
Euid that the following are the principal ele-
inrntd introduced into music written for the in-
strument by the new spirit, it being prefaced
that all of them are imposed upon music which
answers the primary notion of classicism as an
embodiment of excellence:

(a) Freedom in the treatment of structural
f> rms

—
i. c., a freedom which contracts or ex-

pands or otherwise modifies forms to adapt
them to their spiritual contents;

(b) Invention of new forms;
(c) Extension of the harmonic scheme, har-

mony being in a high degree a vehicle of theemotions, occupying in this respect the place
filled by rhythm in the musical system of the
ancient Creeks. This brings us to

(d) Freedom in modulation, which was also
Ifactor in the old conception of form;

(c) Increase in the number and variety of
rhythms, from which element comes life in the
sense of movement or action, as illustrated in
the peculiarly propulsive effect of syncopation.

(f) Adoption of poetical conceits as under-
lying and determining factors of the composi-
tion, either as a starting point for the creative
imagination of the composer or the recreative
imagination of the performer and ultimately the
receptive mood of the hearer.

All these things are summed up In the axiom
that in romantic compositions matter deter-
mines manner, content the dimensions and
shape of the vessel. They might exist in a
greater or lesser degree in music which is prop-
erly called classic, or music which, for want
of the quality of beauty, is not entitled to either
of the epithets which we are applying. Hence
it is that here, as in the appreciation of music

'
generally, personal equation enters so largely
and definitively. Each individual must for him-
self recognize the existence of what Rubinstein
ca; •\u25a0'! the "soul" which came into the art with
Beethoven, and the propriety and effectiveness
of the habiliments v ith which in each case it
has been clothed.

of the viol kind, with six strings and a body

and fretted fingerboard like those of a guitar.

There is a great wealth of melodic inventive-
ness in the sonatas, but also excess of injudi-

cious passage work in the development portion.

Through the decades Schubert lovers among the
pianists have tried to habilitate them in the
concert room, but in vain. They fail to satisfy

the lover of technique, and, despite their occa-
sional moments of poetical charm, they weary
the cultured lover because of their remplissaffe.
Schubert's nature was too uncritical to win
success in the larger and higher forms. This is
rot said in disparagement of the small forms in
which he was at h\s prratest, but in justice to

the masters in a'!
'

\u25a0 There is nothing more
foolish in modern :>.is:n than the disposition

of unthinking admirers like Chopin and Grieg

to depreciate the large forms because Chopin

and Grieg were not so successful in them as
they were in smaller or small forms, to which
the bent of their genius inclined them. As if
the great cathedrals were less magnificent and
beautiful because the Taj Mahal is lovely!

We have seen that Liszt credited Field wits
being the first composer who introduced a genre
in pianoforte music "in which sentiment and
song were absolutely dominant . . . free
from the slack of an imposed form." Except for
the want of seriousness in content Ido not
see why Beethoven's "Bagatelles" should not
have precedence in history over Field's "Noc-
turnes." The latter, however, were contem-
poraneous in publication with Schubert's "Im-

promptus" and "Mom* r.s musical .' which are
the most perfect of that composer's pianoforte

utterances. "Schubert's greatest achievement,"
says Dr. Bie, "was the '.'•' •:.': musicals,'
which appeared in 1823, the year of his . *th.

iThe first of these is a naturalistic, free musical
expatiation; the second, a gentle movfm^at In
A flat major; the third, the well known F minor
danee

—
in which a dance became a penetrating

and sorrow laden '. :.-, i< : the fourth, the Eich-
like C sharp m::.< Moderate^ with its placid

middle section in D flat major; "\u25a0•\u25a0 fifth, a '..-.
tastic march with a sharply cut rhythm, and tAt
sixth, perhaps Schubert's most profound piano-
forte piece, that revery in still chords which
only once are more violently shaken .'. order to
lull us to sleep with its pensive and dainty Or.
row, its delicate connections, its singing irrita-
tions. Its magic enharmonics and its swt*-t mel-
odies rising like flowers from the soft groan*.*

| The close of the trio in the style of a jopular

j chorale, with its harmonization in thirds, is (i&e
many of his harmonic passages in octav»s tr
sixth?) exceedingly characteristic of the popular
nature of Schubert's music.

One who loved Schubert ardently, in whom
the romantic spirit burst into unparalleled ef-
florescence, and who represents it with more
varied eloquence than any of his contemporaries
or all of them combined, was Robert Schumann
(1810-ISSG). "What he did to develop the ex-
pressive power of the pianoforte is all his own,"
says Richard Aldrich (in "The Musical Guide-
edited by Rupert Hughes). -He wrote for the .
Instrument in a new way, calling for new and
elaborate advances in technique

—
not the brill-

iant finger dexterity of Chopin and Liszt, but
a deeper underlying potency of expressica
through interlacing parts, skilfully disposed
harmonies, the inner voices of chords and
through new demands as to variety of tone

"

Quality, contrasts of color and the enrichment
of the whole through pedal effect-. Ithas been
called a crabbed style, but it Is no .--.-• idio-
matic of the piano than the more open and brill-
iant manner that was developed at the same
period by the virtuoso school of piano flaying
and composition." Schumann's music is admir-
able as that of Beethoven's is, because of its
excellence as music irrespective of the »h:cle
chosen for its exposition. Yet, like i«d iMa
he put a greater eloquence into the tones of

""

the instrument than did the virtuosi who called
forth the critical wrath of his Davidite?, or
even Chopin, whose unique genius he 50 £?n-
erously praised. He was the ideal representa-
tive of romanticism in every one of its as-
pects. He turned the fantastic^ and the whim-
sicalities of E. T. A. Huffman and Jtan Paul
Friedrich Richter into instrumental song, and
wove their parti-colored threads into his poly-
phony. He remains, after half a century, the
foremost representative of idealized pro-
gramme music; proclaiming not things, but the
moods and essences of thing?, applying titles
which do not weight the fancy, \u25a0.• lift it
into a buoyant atmosphere, removing all fet-
ters of soul and mind, pointing the way in all
directions except those which lead to the realm
of the ignoble and the ugly. The most per-
fectly emancipated of all the tor.c- poets after
Beethoven,, the one in whom intellect and the
emotions were most equably poised, and a
priest in the Temple of the Beautiful who held
his duty sacred. To her who became his wife
Schumann wrote: "Everything touches m?

that gees on in the world
—

politics, literature, s-
people, Ithink after my own fashion of every- §5
thing that can express itself through music m '%
can escape by means of it. This is why many

of my compositions are so hard to understand •>"—
because they are bound up with my remote f

associations and often very much so, because |;»
everything of importance in the lime takes hi iz

Continued on eighth pa.;?.
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Ialso love. His music is the most lovable of all.
< Not all of it; only the best, and of the best un-
fortunately, the smallest portion is in the music
which he wrote for the pianoforte. Two great

symphonies (one a torso bo perfect in its in-

completeness, like the Venus of Milo, that we

are unwilling to think of it otherwise th.in

as it is), a grand mass, a string quartet (that in
D minor), a quintet for pianoforte and strings,

a fantasia for pianoforte (which the present
generation of eoneertgocrs knows only as a con-

certo with orchestra into which it was expanded

by Liszt) and songs numbering hundreds— these
are the works upon which the groat fame of
Franz Schubert rests. The remainder of the
legacy is touched with mortality. Mrlody is the

lifeblood with which these works pulsate, and
the source from which It flows was finite only

because his physical Hfe was bounded by years.

His soul was lyrical. His symphony in C sings

on and on in an ecstasy of loveliness, until we
feel its only imperfection in its excess. He gave

too lavishly always to give wisely, for modera-
tion must enter into all things, even into beauty.

He was too prolific to be critical or even judi-
cious. Variations on melodies which he had

conceived for sonps make up the slow move-
ments of two of the compositions set down here
among his masterpieces— the string quarlct in
D minor and the pianoforte fantasia In C. The
Adonic metre which flows through the Im-
promptu in B-Cat (one of the few pianoforte
1 r ces still tc be heard in the concert room) runs
through the slow movement of his string qaar-
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